2021 Symetra Priority List

**Category A:** Symetra Tour Member Professionals finishing in the top-80 and ties on the 2019 Symetra Tour Official Money List. Priority is based on the order of the list. Ties will be broken by Members' positions on the Symetra Tour Career Money List as of the end of 2019.

1. Kyung Kim
2. Min Seo Kwak
3. Marta Sanz Barrio
4. Nuria Iturroz
5. Lauren Coughlin
6. Daniela Iacobelli
7. Paola Moreno *
8. Maria Parra
9. Linnea Johansson
10. Maddie Szeryk
11. Yujeong Son
12. Janie Jackson
13. Laura Wearn
14. Casey Danielson
15. Fatima Fernandez Cano
16. Laetitia Beck
17. Dewi Weber
18. Stephanie Na
19. Maude-Aimee Leblanc
20. Min Lee
21. Vicky Hurst
22. Rachel Rohanna
23. Madison Pressel
24. Gigi Stoll
25. Alejandra Llaneza
26. Lori Beth Adams
27. Laura Restrepo
28. Karen Chung
29. Cindy Ha
30. Demi Runas
31. Brittany Benvenuto
32. Jean Reynolds
33. Michelle Piypattra
34. Amy Boulden
35. Lindsey McCurdy
36. **Morgane Metraux** *
37. August Kim
38. Allison Emrey
39. Lisa Pettersson
40. Hexi Yuan
41. Sierra Sims
42. Elin Arvidsson
43. Kendra Dalton
44. Katelyn Sepmoree
45. Krystal Quihuis
46. Csicsi Rozsa
47. Harang Lee
48. Allie White
49. Celine Borge
50. Paula Reto
51. Amy Lee
52. Prima Thammaraks
53. Louise Stahle
54. Holly Clyburn
55. Paula Hurtado-Restrepo
56. Julie Aime
57. Min-G Kim
58. Nicole Sakamoto
59. Chorphaka Jaengkit
60. **Grace Na** *
61. Katie Yoo
62. Alexandra Kaui
63. Ji Eun Baik
64. Kristy McPherson
65. Emily Childs **
66. Ingrid Gutierrez Nunez
67. Kristin Coleman
68. Milagros Chaves
69. Natalie Sheary
70. Ruixin Liu
71. Sarah White
72. Kim Kaufman
73. Peiyun Chien
74. Matilda Castren
75. Ana Belac
76. Frida Kinhult
77. Sophie Hausmann
78. Bailey Tardy
79. Lilia Vu

* Medical  
** Maternity

**Category B:** Winners of Symetra Tour official tournaments during 2020 and 2021. Priority is based on the earliest date of such wins. If the player is a Non-member, she must meet all other Symetra eligibility requirements and she must accept Symetra Tour membership to be eligible for this category.

70. Ruixin Liu
71. Sarah White
72. Kim Kaufman
73. Peiyun Chien
74. Matilda Castren
75. Ana Belac
76. Frida Kinhult
77. Sophie Hausmann
78. Bailey Tardy
79. Lilia Vu

**Category C:** Players who finished outside of the top-20 and ties at the 2019 LPGA Q-Series. Players will be ranked based on the order of their finish at Q-Series. Ties will be broken in the following order: lowest final round of the Q-Series; lowest 7th round; lowest 6th round; lowest 5th round; match of score cards beginning with the 18th hole of the final round and working backwards.
Category D: Players at Stage II of the 2019 LPGA Qualifying Tournament who advanced to LPGA Q-Series, but either did not compete in or did not complete Q-Series. Players will be ranked based on the order of their finish at Stage II. Ties will be broken in the following order: lowest final round; lowest 3rd round; lowest 2nd round; lowest 1st round; match of score cards beginning with the 18th hole of the final round and working backwards.

123. Momo Du
124. Yaeeun Hong

Category E: Members in the Top 80 of the current year's Money List after the First Reshuffle Tournament with priority based on the order of the list. For the remaining Official Tournaments of the year, Members in the Top 80 on the current year's Money List after the Second Reshuffle Tournament. Priority is based on the order of the list. Ties are broken by the Members' positions on the current year's Priority List as of the commitment deadline for each respective reshuffle tournament.

125. Amanda Doherty
126. Samantha Wagner
127. Sophia Schubert
128. Beth Wu
129. Lucy Li
130. Robyn Choi
131. Regina Plasencia
132. Roberta Liti
133. Brittany Marchand
134. Weixi Zhang
135. Laura Gonzalez Escallon
136. Julienne Soo *
137. Karah Sanford
138. Min A Yoon
139. Nannette Hill
140. Karoline Stormo
141. Malene Krolboll Hansen
142. Maddie McCravy

Category F: LPGA Tour members on the current-year's LPGA Priority List. Priority determined in the following order (maximum of 12 players): - On a week when both Tours play, priority will be given to LPGA Tour Members based on their position on the current year's LPGA Priority List as of the commitment deadline. An LPGA Tour Member may only play in the Symetra event through this category if she is not eligible to gain entry into the LPGA field; unless she is playing a test event per the LPGA Medical Extension Policy. - On an off-week for the LPGA, priority will be given to LPGA Tour Members based on their position on the current year's LPGA Priority List beginning with the 61st player on the list and working downward.

143. Kris Tamulis
144. Silvia Cavalleri
145. Anne-Catherine Tanguay
146. Jaclyn Lee
147. Jenny Haglund
148. Julie Yang *
149. Ashli Bunch
150. Amelia Lewis

Category G: After the First Reshuffle Tournament, Members in Categories H through N who have earned official money will be re-seeded into Category G. Members placed into Category G will be ranked in the order of their position on the current year's Official Money List through the First Reshuffle Tournament. Members will remain in this category until the next reshuffle. After the Second Reshuffle Tournament, Members in Categories G, and H through N, who have earned official money will be re-seeded into Category G. Members placed into Category G will be
ranked in the order of their position on the current year's Official Money List through the Second Reshuffle Tournament. Members will remain in this category for the remainder of the calendar year. For all reshuffles, ties are broken by the Members' positions on the current year's Priority List as of the commitment deadline for each respective reshuffle tournament.

151. Selena Costabile 165. Elizabeth Schultz 179. Olivia Benzin
152. Becca Huffer 166. Emma Broze 180. Ana Ruiz Laphond
155. Moa Folke 169. Sandy Choi 183. Riley Rennell
156. Delfina Acosta 170. Michaela Finn 184. Brynn Walker
158. Andrea Wong 172. Shasta Averhardt 186. Emmy Martin
159. Fernanda Lira 173. Marta Martin 187. Catherine O'Donnell
160. Mia Landegren 174. Dorsey Addicks 188. Brittany Fan
161. Rebecca Lee-Bentham 175. Shamila Nicollet * 189. Branneke Jones
162. Anita Uwadia 176. Anna Appert Lund 190. Kelly Whaley
163. Alice Hewson 177. Hira Naveed 191. Elaine Wood
164. Britney Yada 178. Allie Knight 192. Stephanie Kono

* Medical

**Category H:** 2019 LPGA Tour members without current year LPGA membership status and 2019 LPGA Tour members who were unable to compete at or complete the 2019 LPGA Qualifying Tournament for medical reasons and/or exceptional circumstances of an unavoidable nature, as approved and determined solely by the LPGA. Players will be ranked in the order of their position on 2019 LPGA Priority List as of January 1 of 2019.


**Category I:** Players who finished top 80 and ties at Stage II of the 2019 LPGA Qualifying Tournament, but did not advance to Q-Series. Players will be ranked based on the order of their finish at Stage II. Ties will be broken in the following order: lowest final round; lowest 3rd round; lowest 2nd round; lowest 1st round; match of score cards beginning with the 18th hole of the final round and working backwards.

195. Tzu-Chi Lin 196. Samantha Richdale 199. Yiyi Liu
197. Dylan Kim 198. Wenbo Liu (a) 200. Jessica Welch

**Category J:** Symetra Tour Member Professionals finishing in positions #81-100 and ties on the 2019 season-ending Symetra Tour Official Money List. Priority is based on the order of the list. Ties will be broken by Members' positions on the Symetra Tour Career Money List as of the end of 2019.

201. Taylor Totland 202. Samantha Troyanovich 203. Eun Jeong Seong
204. Kim Metraux

**Category K:** Remaining players who completed 72 holes at Stage II of the 2019 LPGA Qualifying Tournament (i.e. players not included in I above. Players will be ranked based on the order of their finish at Stage II. Ties will be broken in the following order: lowest final round; lowest 3rd round; lowest 2nd round; lowest 1st round; match of score cards beginning with the 18th hole of the final round and working backwards.
205. Soo Jin Lee
206. Jamie Huo
207. Jessy Tang
208. Rina Tatematsu
209. Paola Pavon
210. Amy Matsuoka
211. Julianne Alvarez
212. Kiira Riihijarvi (a)
213. Emily Gibbreth
214. Amanda Holliandsworth
215. Nicole Autrique
216. Becky Kay
217. Hyemin Kim
218. Emily Penttila
219. TJ Kliebhipat
220. Brooke Baker
221. Katharine Patrick
222. Ann Parmeter
223. Maria Balcazar
224. Natalie Srinivasan
225. Naomi Ko
226. Yue Zhang (a)
227. Rika Inoue
228. Carley Cox
229. Linda Henriksson
230. Valerie Tanguay
231. Marissa Chow
232. Erin Harper
233. Alexis Belton
234. Marion Duvernay
235. Michelle Ruiz
236. Marisa Messana
237. Ashley Tait-Wengert **
238. Maddie Luitwieler
239. Kyoka Matsumori
240. Katy Harris
241. Emily Hammer
242. Ayaka Nakayama
243. Krista Fenniak
244. Hee Ying Loy

** Maternity

** Category L:** Symetra Tour Member Professionals finishing in positions #101-125 and ties on the 2019 season-ending Symetra Tour Official Money List. Priority is based on the order of the list. Ties will be broken by Members’ positions on the Symetra Tour Career Money List as of the end of the 2019.

245. Kim Welch
246. Veronica Felibert
247. Jordan Britt
248. Patricia Sanz Barrio

** Category M:** Players at Stage I of the 2019 LPGA Qualifying Tournament who advanced to Stage II, but either did not compete in or did not complete Stage II. Players will be ranked based on the order of their finish at Stage I. Ties will be broken in the following order: lowest final round; lowest 3rd round; lowest 2nd round; lowest 1st round; match of score cards beginning with the 18th hole of the final round and working backwards.

** Category N:** Players who completed 54 holes at Stage I of the 2019 LPGA Qualifying Tournament, but did not advance to Stage II. Players will be ranked based on the order of their finish at Stage I. Ties will be broken in the following order: lowest final round; lowest 3rd round; lowest 2nd round; lowest 1st round; match of score cards beginning with the 18th hole of the final round and working backwards.